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Paintable Vinyl Corner Guards – Installation Instructions 
 
The paintable vinyl corner guards come pre-taped from the manufacturer with a 1/32" foam double sided tape 
with a permanent rubber-based adhesive. 
 

Corner Guards with Double Sided Tape* 

STEP 1  
Ensure that the wall surface is dry and clean and free of any dust, dirt, loose paint, wax, oil, or grease by wiping 
with a solvent. Ensure that the cleaning solvent will not damage the finish on the wall surface. 
 
STEP 2  
If required, cut corner guard to required length, ensuring that all cuts are square and burr free.  
 
STEP 3  
Peel off backing tape from one wing entirely, then peel back the tape partially on the second wing. Place wing 
with the fully exposed tape to the wall, then remove the remainder of the tape backing from the second wing. 
Press firmly along the entire length of the corner protector to ensure a good bond.  
 
Painting Steps  
STEP 1  
Clean the corner guard after installation to remove any dirt or dust using soap and water, then dry the corner 
guard. Note: Do not apply paint while the corner guard is still wet.  
 
STEP 2  
Prep the area around the corner guard making sure the area is clean and any surrounding areas that you do 
not want painted are covered or taped off. 
 
STEP 3  
Using a water-based paint, preferably with a high gloss finish (the high gloss finish will prevent scuffs and 
scratches from everyday wear from showing too much), using a stiff nylon paint brush paint the corner guard 
the desired color. 
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Storage & Handling  
This is a finished product, store in a clean and dry area. Material must reach 65° F. min to 75° F. max 24 hours 
prior to installation.  

 
Cleaning Instructions  
If cleaning is required before painting, use a liquid cleaner such as "409", "Fantastic", or "Mr. Clean". Once the corner 
guard has been painted, please reference the paint manufacturer's cleaning instructions and guidelines. 

 
Caution  
DO NOT walk on the corner guards.  
DO NOT store anything on top of the corner guards. 


